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Brass Money Camp and
Mid Winter Pot-luck Dinner—at
Cable Bay
The low turnout did nothing to prevent those choosing to attend this event
having a fantastic time.
Two hardy campers, both nutters, spent a lovely night camping in their kombi
nicely snuggled together in the warmth of a cocoon of blankets (they even had
Ostrich pillows (google that if you are uncertain of what these are)).
In fact they enjoyed themselves so much that they plan on camping again real
soon.
They were joined by another family for the dinner, or should I say feast. We
could have catered for easily a small country with the food we had available.
And with all the rain we joked about being rained in for a week without any
problems.
I’m almost entirely sure that Charlie and Lily would have been sleeping in their
parent’s bed that night as the conversation seemed to veer to the topic of
Zombi’s towards the later part of
the evening, where only the brave
or the stupid would have ventured
home that night.
All up a small but fantastic club
event.

The ‘Before’ photo
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Brass Money Camp continued….

The ‘AFTER’ photo—look at
Dave’s tummy

Charlie was feeling
particularly warm

Some of the lovely dessert range
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Haven Motors display—by John Baty

As men oned earlier the car was in the showroom at Haven Motors following a request
from Struan Robinson to display the Cabrio with the promo on of the new model Golf.
Struan said that having the car there created quite a bit of interested with people being able to see
how much the design has changed since the Beetle ﬁrst came out.
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The Haven display continued...
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25th VW Nationals 2015

